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More than any other American feature fllm in the interwar years. All
Quiet on the Western Front (U.S., 1930) came to represent the image of
World War 1, In a poignant saga of the life and death of a sensitive
young German recmit, the film vividly portrays the senseless horror of
trench warfare on the westem front. Explosive sound effects accom-
pany powerful visual images—it was one of the flrst "talking" pic-
tures—to produce an emotionally wrenching viewing experience. It di-
rectly contributed to the widespread revulsion against such slaughter
and against indusfrialized mass warfare in general.

All Quiet on the Western Front became the classic antiwar movie,
hailed as a brilliant and powerful work of fllm art and widely imitated,'
It achieved that classic status for historical and political reasons as
much as for the cinematographic excellence with which it brought to
the screen the war novel of an embittered young German veteran and
writer, Erich Maria Remarque.^ For the film speaks to ideology and
history as well as to art.

Half a century later, the very title remains highly evocative. It has
emotional signiflcance even for those whose understanding of World
War I comes primarily from sepia pictures in history books. Now
blended in public memory, the novel and film have come, like the
young protagonist, the schoolboy-soldier Paul Bäumer, to symbolize
the transformative horror of the westem front. It is a horror that re-
mains embedded in Westem consciousness as a consequence of World
WarL

The fllm was based on the tremendously popular novel All Quiet on
the Western Front (in the original German, Im Westen nichts Neues [lit-
erally. Nothing New on the Westem Front]). The book was a semiauto-
biographical work, based on Remarque's brief experience in the Ger-
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man army in the last years of the war. It was also clearly a product of
the disillusionment that he and many other veterans felt about the war
and about the dislocations of the postwar era.

Remarque wrote the manuscript in the winter of 1927/1928 when he
was twenty-nine years old. Originally published in Germany in Janu-
ary 1929 and in Britain and United States six months later, the book
sold more than 2 million copies within a year. (In the United States, the
Book-of-the-Month Club made the work its June 1929 selection, and
Little, Brown sold 300,000 copies the first year.) By the end of 1930, it
had been translated into twelve languages and had sold 3.5 million
hardbound copies worldwide. Fawcett Crest acquired the paperback
rights in 1958, and the first 175,000 copies sold out in a few months.
By the time Remarque died in 1970, this classic had been translated
into forty-five languages and had sold nearly 8 million copies, a figure
that by now has probably exceeded 12 million. The book sells well to
the present day.̂

After the publication of Remarque's semiautobiographical novel,
there was considerable interest in his military record. He began his
compulsory military service in November 1916, entering at eighteen
with his school classmates. He underwent basic and advanced recmit
training at the Caprivi Barracks in Osnabrück, his hometown in
Westphalia. In June 1917, he was sent with the Second Guards Reserve
Division to a position behind the Arras lines on the westem front. As-
signed to a sapper (engineer) unit, which had responsibility for laying
barbed wire and building dugouts and gun emplacements. Private Re-
marque and his unit were subsequently transported to Flanders to help
block the major offensive being prepared by the British and French.

On July 31, 1917, after two weeks of artillery bombardment, the
Allies began their assault (called Third Ypres or Passchendaele by the
British). On the first day, Remarque, who had been working in the sap-
per unit, was wounded in the neck, leg, and forearm by fragments from
a British artillery shell. His wounds were serious enough for him to be
taken to a hospital in Duisburg, Germany, where he underwent surgery
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and then spent more than a year in convalescence, working part-time as
a clerk in the office helping to process the new casualfies from the
front. Released from the hospital on October 13, 1918, as fit for garri-
son duty, Remarque was transferred to a reserve unit in Osnabrück. He
was declared fit for acfive duty on November 7,1918, four days before
the end of the war." Although Remarque had spent only about six
weeks at the front, his experience was reinforced by his time with
wounded and dying soldiers at the hospital and by correspondence
with his schoolboy comrades in his old unit, several of whom were
later killed or severely wounded.

* * *

The 1930 Hollywood version of Remarque's book was the result of
the successful judgment of Carl Laemmle, an independent entrepre-
neur who had entered the industry by purchasing theaters and then ex-
panding into distribution and finally into production, heading the Uni-
versal Pictures Corporation. All Quiet on the Westem Front, directed
by Lewis Milestone, starred both a young, relatively unknown actor.
Lew Ayres, and a seasoned veteran, Louis Wolheim.^ Ayres became
personally identified with the film, for he perfectly captured the role of
the protagonist, the sensitive, educated, young man, Paul Bäumer—the
everyman trapped, cormpted, and destroyed by the horror of trench
warfare. Like the book, the 1930 film continues to be available, now on
vidéocassette. In 1979, an entirely new version, in color, was produced
for television, starring Richard Thomas and Emest Borgnine.

In August 1929, Laemmle mshed from Hollywood to his native
Germany and acquired the film rights from the author.* He put his
twenty-one-year-old son, Carl Laemmle, Jr., the studio's new general
manager, in charge of producfion of ^// Quiet on the Westem FrontJ
The younger Laemmle ("Junior," as he was called) hired Lewis Mile-
stone as the director.

Bom in Russia, Milestone had abandoned an education in mechani-
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cal engineering in Germany in 1913 at the age of eighteen and gone to
New York City to pursue a career in the theater. He soon became an as-
sistant to a theatrical photographer. When the United Sfafes enfered
World War I in 1917, Milesfone enlisted as a private in the photography
section of the U,S, Army Signal Corps, In the army, he first worked on
training films in New York, then leamed about editing at the film labo-
ratory of the War College in Washington, D,C,, where he worked with
Victor Fleming, Josef von Stemberg, and a number of future luminar-
ies in the motion-picture industry. Discharged from the army in 1919,
Milestone became a U,S, citizen and soon moved to Hollywood, He
worked as an assistant film cutter, a screenwriter, and, beginning in
1925, a director,^ In 1927, Two Arabian Knights, a tale of two fun-
loving American doughboys, eamed Milestone the Mofion Picture
Academy Award for Best Comedy Direction,

Despite the objections of the younger Laemmle, Milestone hired
Ayres, who was only twenty years old and largely unknown, for the
starring role of Paul Bäumer,^ Although inexperienced, Ayres had
many of the qualities Milestone sought: he was handsome, eamest, in-
telligent, and somewhat broodingly introspective. Without a well-
known actor in this leading role, the audience effectively saw the
young soldier protagonist as a kind of everyman, Ayres's relative lack
of experience was balanced by the veteran actor Wolheim, who person-
ified Katczinsky (Kat), the knowledgeable, cynical, but compassionate
oldtimer. It is Katczinsky who instmcts the young recmits about how
to try to survive in the deadly chaos of the front.

For the task of converting Remarque's novel into a screenplay for
what the industry then referred to as a "talker," Milestone drew on a
group of capable writers. Contrary to many accounts, playwright
Maxwell Anderson was not responsible for the dramatic treatment; he
simply wrote the first version of the dialogue,'° Creating a chronologi-
cal screenplay to replace the episodic form of the novel. Milestone and
his associates helped give stmcture to a war-film genre: one that fol-
lows a group of young recmits from their entry into the military,
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through basic training, to the battlefront. In this case, the film begins
with the young men together in the schoolroom just before they msh
off to enlist, encouraged by their chauvinistic teacher, Kantorek, who
shames them into enlisting and calls on them to become "Iron Men" of
Germany.

The film, like the novel, emphasizes the war's senseless human
waste, especially the waste of youth. The camera graphically illustrates
the breakdown of romantic ideas of war, heroism, and defense of the
nation in the squalor of the trenches and the bmtality of combat. One
by one, the young men are lost; finally death takes the veteran Katcz-
insky and shortly thereafter Paul himself (Remarque ends his novel by
stating that when Paul's body is tumed over, "his face had an expres-
sion of calm, as though almost glad the end had come.")"

Milestone and his crew paid particular attention to the bmtality and
senselessness of war on the westem front and to the sharp divergence
between civilian and military society, between home front and battle-
front. Civilian society is characterized by the strident chauvinism of in-
fluential males such as Paul's father and schoolteacher, or by the in-
tense anguish of helpless women such as his mother and sister. In the
training camp and at the front, civilian youths are transformed into sol-
diers. They form cohesive male fighting groups, bands of brothers. But
the male bonding is not simply as a band of warriors but also, under the
shock and pain of the war, as a family—caring, nurturing, even doing
domestic chores—but a family without women.

The few women in this film have smaller roles. They, too, are vic-
tims. On home leave, Paul finds food in short supply, his mother ailing
and out of touch with reality. At the military hospital, nurses and other
medical personnel are overworked and unsympathetic. The book has
little romantic interest, but Hollywood felt the need for some women
and sex in the film. Indeed, one of the promotional posters used in the
United States featured a pretty young French woman clearly alluring to
the German schoolboy-soldiers as well as to potential ticket buyers. In
a French village behind the German lines, three young women are so
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famished that they are willing to exchange sex for the soldiers' food ra-
tions. Although the book mentions this episode only briefly. Milestone
expanded it into an important and moving sequence.

New motion-picture technology—sound equipment and more mo-
bile cameras—gave "talkers" a distinct new feeling. Like many of the
posters, paintings, and other art of the postwar period, fllm took on a
new harder, sharper, more bmtal aura. Milestone brought the bmtal re-
ality of the war to this picture. Together with his cinematographer, Ar-
thur Edeson, the director used a combination of fast-moving sight and
sound to heighten the impact of the violence of industrialized warfare.
The two men built a number of powerful images: the pockmarked land-
scape of no man's land; flashes of artillery flre on the horizon; wisps of
smoke and gas; soldiers climbing out of trenches and mshing into
machine-gun fire and exploding artillery shells; bodies lying cmmpled
on the ground, hanging on barbed wire, or being hurled into the air by
artillery blasts.

One of Milestone's most acclaimed—and imitated—^photographic
devices was a long, fast, parallel-tracking shot (moving sideways like a
crab) along a German trench while maintaining its focus on the attack-
ing French infantrymen. The shot was possible because Milestone
mounted Edeson's camera on a giant wheeled crane so it could be
rolled along behind the trench. In the film, for nearly a minute of unin-
termpted camera movement, the picture travels rapidly along at eye
level as machine-gun bullets mow down charging Frenchpoilus. When
sound was added, the metallic staccato of the machine guns helped au-
diences believe they were hearing the authentic sounds of battle.

Milestone and Edeson drew on their experience in silent fllms to
create appropriate visual imagery and movement. They shot the battle
scenes with more maneuverable silent cameras, adding sound effects
later. Outdoor dialogue scenes, however, were made with cameras and
microphones. Edeson had been hired partly because he had developed
a quieter camera whose whir would not be picked up by the micro-
phone,
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As cinematographer-historian George Mitchell has observed,
Edeson used lighting and camera angles to particular effect.'^ He em-
ployed a low-key light level to emphasize the drama of the recmits'
first nighttime barbed-wire duty and later to provide a claustrophobic
effect of sustained artillery bombardment on the shell-shocked boys in
their dugout. In one of the most important scenes—the shell-crater se-
quence—Edeson used a subtle but realistic lighting style to mark the
passage from day to night to day again. At night, fiashes of artillery fire
light up the shell hole and its two occupants. With the moming light, a
close-up reveals the dead French soldier's face, his eyes open and star-
ing, as a wisp of smoke, a remnant from the battle, drifts into the frame.
The camera cuts to Paul's anguished, pleading face. Thus the horror
and remorse of individual killing is brought directly to the audience.

Universal worked to give an authentic World War I appearance to
this historical drama, particularly since it was filmed in southem Cali-
fomia, not northem France. Studio purchasing agents obtained actual
French and German army uniforms as well as scores of tools, packs,
helmets, rifies, machine guns, and even six complete artillery pieces.
The focus on authenticity was in the visual details. As such, for exam-
ple, the film illustrates the change in German army equipment during
the war, from the initial spiked leather headgear {Pickelhaube) to the
more practical steel helmets {Stahlhelm).

In the battle scenes. Milestone and Edeson produced some of the
most effective pictures in the film. During the major attack sequence
following the artillery bombardment, Edeson's main camera, mounted
on a large crane, travels over the trenches as the German troops pour
out of their dugouts and into position. It is joined by five other cameras
shooting from different angles as French infantrymen charge toward
the trenches and the mobile camera. Stem-faced German machine gun-
ners open fire. The French are mowed down. Later in the editing room.
Milestone repeatedly cut these shots with increasing brevity and speed.
A hand grenade explodes in front of a charging/?O//M. When the smoke
clears, all that remains is a pair of hands clutching the barbed wire. In
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the trench, Paul tums his face away in sickened revulsion. As the re-
maining French soldiers reach the trench, they lunge at the Gennans
with bayonets in hand-to-hand fighting. The Germans counterattack,
but are temporarily halted by French machine guns. After taking the
first line of French trenches, the German soldiers are ordered back to
their own lines before the French can counterattack. The battle ends in
a stalemate, each side exhausted and back in its original position.

Sound made action films such as All Quiet on the Westem Front so
powerflil—the impact of music, the realism produced by the sound of
rifle fire, the staccato rhythm of machine guns, and the deafening roar
of exploding artillery shells. Milestone jolted his audience right onto
the battlefield by simultaneously bombarding their senses and their
emotions.

Milestone created powerful images of war for the public, but how
did he, after having spent the war years in the United States, know the
reality of combat? Milestone believed it had come from the year he
spent in Washington, D.C, in the U.S. Army Signal Corps during
World War I. There he had become quite familiar with photographic
images of the war. As Milestone recalled in an interview published in
1969, "having examined thousands of feet of actual war footage while
stationed at the Washington, D.C, War College during the war, I knew
precisely what it was supposed to look like."'^ A decade later, he drew
on that background in re-creating the battle scenes near Los Angeles.
This is wonderfully suggestive phrasing by Milestone: what war was
supposed to look like. He had never personally seen a battle or a battle-
field. What he did was to draw on his experience with documentary
photographic representation of the battlefront to create the "reality" for
his dramatic representation of battle and the battlefi"ont. He seems not
to have questioned whether he was drawing on the illusions created by
Signal Corps photographers, who were able to photograph battlefields
only after the actual fighting.

The theme of disillusionment is heightened in All Quiet on the West-
em Front. The meaninglessness of the war is accentuated by having
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the frontline German soldiers discuss the fatuous nature of the official
justifications from Berlin, However, it is most dramatically personal-
ized in one of the key scenes of the film, the shell-crater scene. In the
midst of battle, Paul, panic-stricken and hiding in a shell crater in the
middle of no man's land, mortally stabs a French soldier who had
leaped into the crater. While the Frenchman slowly dies, Paul begs his
forgiveness, concluding that they are after all comrades forced to kill
each other by the bmtal mechanics of war. This certainly represents an-
other powerftal theme: all men are brothers.

The most unforgettable scene is the final one. On a quiet day shortly
before the Armistice, Paul is killed by a French sniper's bullet as he
reaches out to touch a butterfiy just beyond the trench. Milestone juxta-
poses the fragility and beauty of life against imminent death by means
of ironic sound effects (a soldier's harmonica plays softly in the back-
ground) and by visual cross-cutting among shots of the French rifie-
man, Paul, and the butterfiy. The camera focuses on a close-up of
Paul's hand reaching out across the parched, lifeless earth to embrace
life—the butterfiy, which is also a symbol of Paul's lost innocence and
youth, a reminder of his adolescent, butterfiy-collecting days. But in-
stead of life—death: the sharp crack of a rifie, the spasmodic jerk of
Paul's hand, which slowly relaxes in death. The harmonica suddenly
stops. The sensitive, young, schoolboy-soldier has become just another
corpse in the trenches. It is, according to one observer, "one of the
screen's most powerful, well-remembered moments,"

All Quiet on the Western Front was immediately hailed for its aes-
thetic excellence and trenchant realism. It officially premiered at New
York City's Central Theater on April 29,1930, a few days after opening
at the Carthay Circle Theater in Los Angeles, Hearst's New York^wen-
can reported that the film had played "before an audience stunned with
the terrific power of stark, awful drama," The New York Times agreed
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that the spectators had been "silenced by its realistic scenes." "It is far
and away the best motion picture that has been made . . . talking or si-
lent," asserted the New York Telegraph.^^

The film was a phenomenal financial success. "A money picture,"
reported Variety, the entertainment industry's weekly newspaper'* It
actually cost $1.5 million to produce, a major sum for a motion picture
at that time, and nearly double the $900,000 projected cost estimates.
Universal was so embarrassed by the overmn that it publicized only
$1.2 million.'^ Within two weeks after the premiere, however, it was
evident that the studio would more than recoup its investment, even in
the worst economic slump of the Great Depression. All Quiet on the
Western Front broke box-office records and showed to sell-out crowds
in city afrer city throughout the spring of 1930.'^

Erich Maria Remarque first saw the film in August 1930. Univer-
sal's representative in London, James V. Bryson, flew to Germany with
a print and provided a private showing for the author and his wife.
Back in London the next day, Bryson told reporters that Remarque had
said not a word during the showing but had "walked out of the theatre
with tears in his eyes." According to Bryson, before parting Remarque
had told him, "It is beautiful indeed. I can say no more.""

The success of All Quiet on the Western Front, the book and the
film, convinced other studios to produce antiwar motion pictures. Two
made in 1930 were particularly noteworthy both for their intrinsic
merit and for their demonstration of the intemational nature of the phe-
nomenon: Journey's End (Britain, 1930) and G. W. Pabst's Westfront
1918 (Germany, 1930). Although James Whale's sound-film rendition
of English veteran Robert C Sherriff's play proved highly popular
with British audiences and American critics, its lack of battle scenes
limited its mass appeal in America. More comparable to Milestone was
Pabst, whose artistry and "near documentary realism" were widely rec-
ognized and whose antiwar film based on the novel Vier von der
Infanterie {Four Infantrymen) drew large audiences on the European
Continent.^"
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From its flrst showing. All Quiet on the Western Front was recog-
nized as a powerful emotional force for opposition to war, particularly
modem industrialized mass warfare. Its message received support
from many pacifists, liberals, and moderate socialists throughout Eu-
rope and, to some extent, in the United States as well,'^' But there was
also considerable hostility to the fllm in many countries. Some cultural
critics decried its horrifying images and its "vulgarities." Military and
political opponents argued that it distorted and demeaned the patrio-
tism and heroism of soldiers of all nations and that it undermined na-
tionalism, military defense, and the ability to wage war. They consid-
ered it subversive pacifist propaganda.

German sensibilities had been evident in reactions to Remarque's
book, which had been vehemently denounced by conservative nation-
alist opponents of the fledgling Weimar Republic, Consequently, the
initial German-dubbed version prepared by Universal, finally released
in December 1930, had included, with Remarque's consent, a number
of cuts to obtain the approval of the Berlin Censorship Board, These
cuts were not concemed with aspects controversial in other coun-
tries—others had objected to the use of earthy language and latrine
scenes, the oblique bedroom scene of Paul and a young French woman,
or the scene of Paul stabbing a Vrenchpoilu to death—^but with the im-
age of Germany and the German army. Thus Universal, in the initial
German version, deleted scenes showing the recmits beating up their
tyrannical corporal, Himmelstoss, a symbol of Pmssian militarism;
soldiers starving for food and eating ravenously; soldiers blaming the
kaiser and the generals for the war; the grim use of the boots of a dead
comrade to show the loss of one soldier after another; and Paul's retum
to his former school and his antiwar remarks there.

Although All Quiet on the Western Front played to packed theaters
in the United States, Britain, and a number of other countries, it was
banned in Germany, first, for a time, by the Weimar Republic and then
permanently in 1933 by the Nazi regime.^^ The German-dubbed fllm,
which had opened to the general public in Berlin on December 5,1930,
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almost immediately led to Nazi street demonstrations and theater dis-
mp tions.

Representatives of the German military and the War Ministry had
already issued protests against the film for portraying German soldiers
as ridiculous, bmtal, and cowardly.'̂ •̂  Now Nazi propaganda leader Jo-
seph Goebbels took his brown-shirted toughs to the streets, directing a
number of violent protests and demonstrations against what he charac-
terized as "a Jewish film" filled with anti-German propaganda.^'' Inside
the theaters, Nazis released snakes and mice and set off stink bombs.^^
Although both the Board of Censors and the govemment of Chancellor
Heinrich Bmening denied that they were infiuenced by the Nazi dem-
onstrations, the decision to ban the film was correctly seen as a capitu-
lation to the right, including the Nazis. Pabst's antiwar film, Westfront
1918, produced in Germany, was being shown in many theaters with-
out any disturbances or demonstrations. The Nazis had used the Amer-
ican film to force the issue, and they had won. Hailed in Germany by
the nationalist press—Goebbels's newspaper called it "Our Victory"—
the censorship decision was, nevertheless, denounced by most liberals
and socialists there and throughout the West.̂ *"

The Bmening govemment's decision was vigorously attacked by
the left-wing Social Democrats in Germany, but they were unable to
lift the ban until late the following year. By June 1931, Universal Pic-
tures was willing to make concessions to gain access to Germany, with
5,000 theaters the second-largest market in Europe. The Board of Cen-
sors lifted the general ban in September 1931 after Universal had
agreed to eliminate the scene of Corporal Himmelstoss's cowardice at
the front as well as Paul's panic in the graveyard attack, and Paul's con-
trition for having stabbed the French soldier to death. The shortened
film (cut by nearly 900 meters, or approximately 33 minutes) played
with great success in Germany through early 1932. Indeed, in 1931 and
1932, ̂ // Quiet on the Western Front was the sixth most popular film in
Germany.̂ ^

Nazi-inspired censorship of the film had a lasting impact long after
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the debate in Gennany in the 1930s. Indeed, it apparently had a long-
term effect on the film and its showings in many countries. In its eager-
ness to enter the Gennan market. Universal Pictures had agreed to de-
lete offensive scenes not only from the film shown in Gennany but
from all versions released throughout the world.^^ Thus the versions of
Milestone's y4// Quiet on the Westem Front seen by millions of viewers
in many countries for years thereafter were versions "sanitized" to
please the Gennan censors in 1931.

The history of the various versions and releases of ̂ // Quiet on the
Western Front from 1930 to the present, as reconstmcted in part by
film scholar Andrew Kelly, demonstrates that Universal Pictures was
as responsive to national sensibilities and political constraints as it was
to economic opportunities in the intemational marketplace.'^' The film
was banned entirely in Italy, Hungary, Bulgaria, and Yugoslavia. Aus-
tria, also under pressure from the Nazis, followed Germany's lead. The
version shown in France (beginning in October 1930) did not contain
the scenes of French women entertaining Gennan soldiers and had a
drastically cut shell-crater scene in which Paul kills the French soldier.
Paris banned this and other antiwar films in 1938—the eve of Worid
War 11.̂ ^

In 1979, an entirely new. Technicolor version of ^// Quiet on the
Westem Front was shown on the CBS television network in the United
States with subsequent release abroad in theaters and a decade later in
vidéocassette.^' The new version starred twenty-eight-year-old Rich-
ard Thomas as Paul and sixty-two-year-old Emest Borgnine as "Kat"
Katczinsky. It was financed by British film magnate Sir Lew Grade,
who bought the rights from Remarque's widow, actress Paulette God-
dard. Produced by Norman Rosemont, the remake was filmed some-
what paradoxically on the eastem front—in Czechoslovakia.

The nearly three-hour-long television format allowed the inclusion
of a number of scenes from the book that had been omitted in the two-
hour 1930 motion picture, such as a gas attack and a hospital sequence
in which a blinded soldier tries to commit suicide by stabbing his chest
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with a fork. The 1979 film also captures and maintains the episodic in-
tensity of the novel, keeping almost all the scenes brief and using a nar-
rator, Paul Bäumer himself, to recount experiences and feelings, a role
that Richard Thomas expresses with fine poetic shadings. Writer Paul
Monash stuck much more closely than Milestone and his team to Re-
marque's original novel, employing fiashbacks rather than straight
chronology and, for example, softening a bit the character of Him-
melstoss, who redeems himself in battle instead of remaining a sadistic
and cowardly martinet.

Director Delbert Mann, whose career had led him to make television
dramas from classic books, sought a harder edge and even more gme-
some detail than the 1930 classic, drawing on standard techniques of
late-twentieth-century American action movies: rapid cutting, extreme
closeups, as well as assauh on the senses by intensified battle noise and
excmciating specificity of blood and gore, including impacting bullets,
retching gas victims, gaping wounds and fiowing blood, rat-besieged
corpses, and incinerating fiame throwers—all in vivid color. In place
of the "butterfiy ending," the 1979 version created a new image di-
rectly dramatizing Remarque's cryptic conclusion where Paul had sim-
ply been hit and fallen face down. While most American reviewers
heralded the 1979 remake as powerful and poignant, some in the
United States and many in Europe, where it was shown in theaters in
1980, criticized the new film as uninspired. As one British reviewer put
it, "This ploddingly expensive film is as redundant a remake as one
could conceive,"^^

Milestone's version of ̂ // Quiet on the Western Front had enormous
impact. Its ideological message contributed to political debate about
war and isolationism in the 1930s and later. And in its most lasting im-
pact, it helped to shape public images and attitudes about trench war-
fare, about World War I, and, to some extent, about modem war in gen-
eral. It also had an undeniable impact on the motion-picture industry. It
encouraged directors to shift away from static, stage-like "talking pic-
tures" and instead to combine sound with open, fiuid, visual move-
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ment. Milestone's long tracking shots were widely and specifically im-
itated. Of broader and deeper influence was his effective combination
of sight and sound to produce a new realism that became one of the
most influential concepts of Hollywood in the 1930s. '̂'

No wonder, then, that pacifists, antiwar activists, and isolationists—
in the 1930s and in subsequent decades—have regarded the film as a
powerful antiwar and antimilitary device. Its many subsequent re-
releases (in 1934,1939, and 1950)^'' and the creation of an entirely new
version in 1979 both reflected and contributed to such tides of senti-
ment in the United States and perhaps elsewhere. Indeed, Lew Ayres
was so affected by his role and by the antiwar sentiment of the 1930s
that he became a conscientious objector in World War II, at first refias-
ing to be a soldier, and only after much public censure, agreeing to
serve as an unarmed medic in the Army Medical Corps.

Most important, All Quiet on the Western Front helped shape subse-
quent public perceptions of the nature of trench warfare and of World
War I. In part, this was because the book and the film, the latter with its
visual images matching—even exceeding—the inner power of Re-
marque's writing, were part of the outpouring of antiwar memoirs and
novels of the period that recast and bitterly articulated the failure of the
Great War in the story not of battles won but of individual lives lost—
and lost for naught.

Photography, especially motion-picture photography, is part of the
explanation of why World War I has been so powerfully implanted on
the public consciousness. It was the first war to be extensively re-
corded by motion-picture cameras, particularly by official military and
newsreel photographers of all the major belligerents.^^

Because of inherent dangers in no man's land, the weight and immo-
bility of the early cameras, and official restrictions of access to the
front, actual infantry combat was seldom recorded on film. However,
some enterprising cameramen staged simulated battle scenes using
soldiers and trenches near the front. Audiences were unaware of this
deception, and as with The Battle of the Somme, a full-length British
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documentary shown in London theaters in the autumn of 1916 within
weeks of the onset of the battle, viewers thought they were seeing ac-
tual combat footage,^^ Such motion-picture images, together with the
many black-and-white still photographs, created an entire audience
who thought they had a real view of the war, despite the fact that they
had not seen combat firsthand.

Widespread accessibility of photographic images gave World War I
a mass audience, but it was an audience whose understanding of the
"reality" of war was in fact mediated through images, just as much as it
was interpreted by the printed word. Our visual image of World War I
has for generations been informed by the grainy, black-and-white pic-
tures of the westem front. The original photographs were dictated in
part by the bulky nature of the cameras and the limitations of their
lenses, and in part by the restrictions placed on the photographers by
the military authorities who rigorously controlled access to the front.

The dramatic fllms of World War I, whether the silents of the war
years and the 1920s or the sound fllms of the 1930s, beginning with All
Quiet on the Western Front, drew directly on those original images to
build a sense of realism. Consequently, our image of the war is still
dominated by the "reality" authenticated by such fllm footage. Indeed,
one of the most jarring aspects of watching the 1979 television version
of ^// Quiet on the Western Front was precisely its vivid color and
smooth, modem fllm style, a format that so clearly separates it from the
now distant war it portrays.

The popularity of ̂ // Quiet on the Western Front and some other an-
tiwar films may also be due in part to more oblique reasons. Despite
their so-called realism and their bmtal images, the antiwar fllms of the
1930s about World War I may, as historian Jay M, Winter has sug-
gested, actually have helped masses of people take the chaos and hor-
ror of the war and mentally organize them in a more understandable
and manageable way. Most of these motion pictures, after all, focus on
the surface of events, on action, on melodrama, usually even including
some romance, or at least on a bit of comedy. In mythologizing the war
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(re-creating the confiict in a form more understandable and acceptable
than the complex and chaotic event itself), such films offer a way to or-
ganize and contextualize events that are themselves fragmented and
traumatic. They serve to "help people to bury the past and help people
recreate it in a form they can accept," according to Winter.''̂  In more
generic terms and in a longer time frame, antiwar action pictures, from
All Quiet on the Western Front to the anti-Vietnam War film Apoca-
lypse Now, offer many viewers both the moral solace of a strong, anti-
war message and the emotional appeal of an exciting, action-filled ad-

IS

venture.
Regardless of how World War I is understood, it is clear that in cine-

matographic terms, the enduring public perceptions of the image of
trench warfare were established in the 1930s. No single motion picture
was more infiuential in fixing that visual representation than this one.
After All Quiet on the Western Front, the "reality" of trench warfare in
the public mind was a "reality" constmcted in Hollywood.

From Worid Warii, Film, and History, edited hy John Whiteclay Chambers II and David Culhert

(1996), pp. 13-30. Copyright © 1996 hy Oxford University Press, Inc. Reprinted by permission of

Oxford University Press, Inc.
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